Witnesses Assert E. R. Watkins Left Crossing Gates Up

Blame Gatemann For Seven Deaths

Home-Town News Is Welcome at Camp Lee

Brain Injury Suffered in Taxi Collision

George Buerkel

In Queens General After Accident

Prosperity Players To Perform Here

Air Raid Is Simulated After Parade

1,000 W ards See Demonstration By Cops, Firemen

Brain Injury Suffered in Taxi Collision

George Buerkel, twenty-six, of 50-17 Jamaica Avenue, Woodhaven, suffered a possible concussion of the brain and multiple contusions at 5:30 a.m. Sunday when a truck in which he was riding was involved in a collision with two other trucks at 34th Avenue and Lefferts Boulevard.

He was airlifted to Jamaica Hospital by Doctor Jacobson of the Jamaica Hospital and then removed to the Queens General Hospital.

According to the police, Buerkel, Benjamine Zurekas, of Jamaica, at the wheel, Berman's machine struck a southbound cab operated by Alfred Muller, of Brooklyn.

All three are owned by the Service Taxicab Corporation, 123-82 Hillside Avenue.

Kew Bus Line Starts Next Sunday

Blame Gatemann For Seven Deaths

Home-Town News Is Welcome at Camp Lee

Pat. Frederie克 Koneck, one of the 1,000 wards who witnessed the demonstration by the cops and firemen at Camp Lee, Va., enjoys reading the daily hometown newspaper, and took occasion to write about it.

"Reveived my first copy of The Record and felt, while reading it, that I was actually back in Richmond Hill."

"It felt swell and when I read about different people that I know, I felt as if it was home, speaking to me.

"Here at Camp Lee the daily newspaper is a godsend. I don't mind as I came from good old L. and am kind.

Private Koneck is in Company A, Sixth A. M. R. E.
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Six men died instantly and the seventh succumbed in Maspeth a few hours later.

The crash wiped out four members of the Kranglewicz family, Mrs. Mary Kranglewicz, 45, of 309 South 4th Street, Fulton, New York, husband, Joseph Kranglewicz, 63, a mason contractor, and two sons, Edward, 19, and Donald, 17, who were attending school.

The accident occurred at 6:22 p.m., Wednesday, November 12, when a westbound Montauk-Manhasset Line train, traveling at a mile-a-minute speed hit a truck with two men inside and the pair of drivers was crushed. Four feet north of the accident, a third car was stopped and two occupants remained in it.

Six men died instantly and the seventh succumbed in Maspeth a few hours later.

The crash wiped out four members of the Kranglewicz family, Mrs. Mary Kranglewicz, 45, of 309 South 4th Street, Fulton, New York, husband, Joseph Kranglewicz, 63, a mason contractor, and two sons, Edward, 19, and Donald, 17, who were attending school.

The accident occurred at 6:22 p.m., Wednesday, November 12, when a westbound Montauk-Manhasset Line train, traveling at a mile-a-minute speed hit a truck with two men inside and the pair of drivers was crushed. Four feet north of the accident, a third car was stopped and two occupants remained in it.

The evening's entertainment, consisting of four one-act plays will be presented by an all-male cast under the direction of FrederieК Ranieh.

The cast includes Roy Mertt, Charles Richek, Bertram Hill, Edward, Christopher McLarty, Fred Kranglewicz, Fred Brook, William Christofferson, John McCall, Richard E. Evans, Karl L. Allen, Vincente A. Scott, George Jory and Mr. Ranieh.

Kew Teacher On Winning Team

Dr. Wayne Gottman, of 17-14 Union Turnpike, Kew, a member of the faculty basketball team which de
ded the students, 28 to 30, in the college gymnasium.

Another 17-14 student, Alfred Dwyer, of 33-26 168th Street, Ozone Park, president of the Hellenic, the association of soror­ors in Queens College, will address the gathering.

The point of Mr. Dwy's res­emblance was that parents should encourage their children to learn about the coming in spite of the dark days which are pre­sent upon the world.
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